Development of leads targeting ER-α in breast cancer: An in silico exploration from natural domain.
The steroid, estrogen has been recognized as being important for stimulating the growth of breast cancers primarily mediated via the steroidal estrogen receptor-α (ER-α). Inhibition of estrogen activity by small molecules with increased target specificity has proven to be an effective treatment for breast cancer. After the success stories of SERMs and fulvestrant, there is a need for the development of new small molecule modulating ER-α is due to developing resistance and side effects to current breast cancer therapy. In this pursuit, we virtually screened 227 chemically diverse bioactive natural products to get the best hits having an ER-α binding affinity. The docking scores and protein-ligand interactions of the obtained hits were emulated with the clinically used selective estrogen modulators and ER-antagonists. The results revealed 18 potential hits, which were putatively classified as hits belonging to ER agonists, modulators, and antagonists. Furthermore, as most of the hits were found to comprise the chromene nucleus, the 2D and 3D QSAR studies were performed using a set of natural products and synthesized compounds containing this scaffold, to understand the structural requirements for improving activity against breast cancer. Additionally, a pharmacophore model was generated to investigate the pharmacophoric features of the explored scaffolds for an optimal anticancer activity. The results signify that these compounds with structural modification could serve as potential leads in the drug discovery process for the treatment of breast cancer.